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hot buttons
INDONESIAN POLLS:

Both presidential
candidates are

reaching out to alJ
sections of society

WITH less than two

weeks to go beforethe presidential
elections in In
donesia on July 9,

the campaign narratives of both the
Prabowo-Hatta and Jokowi-Kalla
camps seem to be converging.

This was notably the case during
the recent presidential debate when
both presidential candidates dis
cussed matters related to national
security and international relations,
and where it was clear that neither
candidate could afford to appear
less nationalistic than the other.

It was noted by local analysts that
even the dress sense of both can
didates have come to reflect their
nationalist inclinations, with
Prabowo Subianto decked out in a
white uniform and songkok - rem
iniscent of the style of Sukarno 
and Joko Widodo or 'Jokowi in a
batik shirt that has become em
blematic of Indonesia.

The two candidates are trying'to
reach out to all sections of Indone
sian society at the same time, and
in this sense, both have begun to
press the same hot buttons that are
supposed to elicit the appropriate
response from viewers and sup
porters.

In a sense, Prabowo and Jokowi
have touched on issues that con
cern Indonesians across the board,
and this may explain why their
campaign discourses seem surpris
ingly similar at times.

When analysts opine that'
Prabowo's popularity is due to his
image as a strong and decisive lead
er, this is true as many Indonesians
have grown tired of indecisiveness
at the highest level of government.
His promise to deliver immediate
results and to act without hesi
tation is something that appeals to
many ordinary Indonesians, who
have grown wary and weary of red
tape, institutional inertia and slow
delivery of services on the part of
the state.

But, on the other hand, Jokowi's
appeal lies in his calls for trans
parency and accountability, and
the fact that he has shown on more
than one occasion that governance
can be done openly and not behind
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Prabowo Subianto (left) from the Great Indonesia Movement Party and
Joko Widodofrom the Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle during the
third presidential debate in Jakarta. Both candidates' campaign
discourses are surprisingly similar at times. AFP pic


